CANDY TRIVIA QUIZ II
( www.TriviaChamp.com )

1> Which of these candies (the original flavors) does not come in blue - Skittles,
M+Ms or Jolly Ranchers?
2> Which candy bar was named after a family horse?
3> Which of these products only ingredient (besides colored dye) is sugar - Pixie
Sticks, Lollipops or Cotton Candy?
4> Where is the Hershey Chocolate Factory located?
5> Which of these candy bars is made with DARK chocolate - Almond Joy,
Mounds or KitKat?
6> Which of these does NOT have caramel in it - Fastbreak, Take 5 or Milky way?
7> Why is the 3 musketeers bar called the 3 Musketeers?
8> When did candy canes get striped?
9> Which of these characters was never manufactured for sale as a PEZ head Johnny Cash, The Incredible Hulk or Spider-Man?
10> What year were Hershey's kisses created?

Answers:
1> Skittles - The original packages had red, orange, yellow, green, and purple
colored candies! There were no blue ones!
2> Snickers - The inventor of the Snicker bar was the Mars family!
3> Cotton Candy - The answer is Cotton Candy!
4> Pennsylvania - Hershey also has a famous amusement park!
5> Mounds - Mounds are made with dark chocolate. They are close to Almond
Joys, as they both have a coconut middle, but Almond Joys are milk chocolate
and they have almonds inside them, where Mounds do not!
6> Fastbreak - Otherwise known as Reese's Fastbreak, it contains peanut butter,
nougat, and milk chocolate, but no caramel!
7> It originally had three flavors - It originally had three flavors! Chocolate,
Vanilla, and Strawberry!
8> 1900s - The correct answer is around 1900. They even have different colors
and flavors, including Hershey's chocolate and Sweet Tart flavors!
9> Johnny Cash - There never has been a Johnny Cash PEZ head.
10> 1907 - Close to 25 million are made every day!
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